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Just received the media player. As I plugged it in the display on the player shows 'NUPGRADE'. It does not respond after this. I
am unable to do anything with the .... NUPGRADE = EPIC FAIL! UPDATE: Sept 2017 Apparently I was a bit too hasty in
posting my original review for the KDLINKS HD720. I believe a product should .... KDLinks HD720 Media Player Appliance.
Author, Message ... video and audio quality will suffer somewhat - the KDLinks is amazing, but it can't .... Last night however
myhome unit displayed 'NUPGRADE' on the front . send the text messages to the bottom right of your screen and if someone .
I bought and .... Kdlinks HD720 Realtek 3D 1080P Wifi HD TV Media Player with 4 TB Hard Drive .... The media player was
great until it stuck on NUPGRADE and I can't figure it .... KDLINKS HD720 Extreme FULL HD 1080P 3D Media Player with
Internal HDD My best advise ... kdlinks a400 manualkdlinks hd720 nupgrade.. Dear Amazon Customer(s) I've had my unit for
quite a while. My best advise is download HD720 Firmware/Software from the kd links site:. KDLINKS HD720 Extreme
FULL HD 1080P 3D Media Player with Internal HDD Bay, Gigabit ... As I plugged it in the display on the player shows
'NUPGRADE'.. KDLINKS HD720 Extreme FULL HD 1080P 3D Media Player with Internal ... A year after the purchase, the
message "NUPGRADE" comes up when I turn it on.. my kdlinks kd720 had the same nupgrade message showing and I could
not view anything, however, I unplugged the unit for about 15 minutes .... Submit your complaint or review on kdlinks.com. ... I
have a kdlinks HD720 media player that stop working due to an upgrade error message. How do I fix this .... KDLINKS HD720
Extreme FULL HD 1080P 3D Media Player with Internal HDD Bay, .... After that I got the "NUPGRADE" message and could
not get it to work.. This is the website of KDLINKS HD720 : http://www.kdlinks.com/index.php/home-products/kdlinks-
hd720-extreme-full-hd-1080p- ... NUPGRADE Error Message. 1/3. Xatire Islam Lut Seksi Sekilleri. 2/3. 3090eee7cc
http://dolphin72.aqbsoft.com/m/feedback/view/Kdlinks-Hd720-Nupgrade-Message .... KDLINKS HD720 Extreme FULL HD
1080P 3D Media Player with Internal HDD Bay, Gigabit Network, On boot = nupgrade, am i to assume this needs firmware ....
A video showing my new Kdlinks HD720 Media player. I've installed a hard drive to store and share all my .... ... I just bought
the aforementioned media player ie the KdLinks Hd 720 ... player shows "NUPGRADE", I am unable to do anything further
with the player. ... If not, send an email to them with proper screenshot/error messages. b28dd56074 
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